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Juvenile	Nonfiction		
How	Do	You	Live	There?	High	Altitudes/Space/Swamps,	Salt	
Marshes,	and	Other	Wetlands/The	Arctic/The	Desert/The	
Ocean/The	Rain	Forest,	Dorling	Kindersley/Smithsonian	
In each book, young readers are introduced to dynamic and difficult-to-
inhabit landscapes, how humans originally adapted to live there, and how 
innovation continues to facilitate inhabitation. Aided by full-color 
photographs and helpful maps, readers will discover the unique relationship 
between humans and nature and, as a result, think critically about the future 
of these environments. 
 
Eels	(Ocean	Animals),	Mari	Schuh		
Lobsters	(Ocean	Animals),	Mari	Schuh		
Squids	(Ocean	Animals),	Mari	Schuh		
Dive deep into the sea and discover the ocean animals that thrive in the water. A 
search-and-find feature will make a splash as emergent readers explore new 
vocabulary about body parts, behavior, and ocean habitat.	
	
Meditation	(Calm	Kids),	William	Anthony						
Mindfulness	(Calm	Kids),	William	Anthony	
Self-Care	(Calm	Kids),	William	Anthony	
Yoga	(Calm	Kids),	William	Anthony 
It's tough being a kid! There are a lot of challenges to 
face every day. Readers learn how important it is to take 
some time for themselves to find their inner calm kid with this helpful and relaxing series. This 
series is an informative introduction to the ways in which young children can relax and take care 
of themselves. 
	
Fantasy/Science	Fiction	
The	Green	Ember	(The	Green	Ember	#1),	S.	D.	Smith	
Ember	Falls	(The	Green	Ember	#2),	S.	D.	Smith	
Ember	Rising	(The	Green	Ember	#3),	S.	D.	Smith	
Ember’s	End	(The	Green	Ember	#4),	S.	D.	Smith	
Heather and Picket are extraordinary rabbits with ordinary lives until calamitous events 
overtake them, spilling them into a cauldron of misadventures. They discover that their 
own story is bound up in the tumult threatening to overwhelm the wider world. Kings 
fall and kingdoms totter. Tyrants ascend and terrors threaten. Betrayal beckons, and 
loyalty is a broken road with peril around every bend. Where will Heather and Picket 
land? How will they make their stand?  
	
The	Vanishing	of	Billy	Buckle	(Wings	&	Co	#2)	Sally	Gardner		
Three	Pickled	Herrings	(Wings	&	Co	#3)	Sally	Gardner		
The	Matchbox	Mysteries	(Wings	&	Co	#4)	Sally	Gardner		
#2: Nine-year-old Emily and her friends at the fairy detective agency, Wings & 
Co, have their hands full with the sudden and mysterious death of local 
landowner Sir Walter Cross, devastating losses suffered by tailor Mr. Rollo, and 
the ruin of Pan Smith's wedding preparations the night before her big day.  
#3: Emily Vole and her friends face their most complicated case yet when a giant 
leaves his six-year-old, six-foot-tall daughter with them before disappearing, 
then a surprise visit to the seaside uncovers a murder and a stolen diamond.  
#4: It's Hallowe'en and Podgy Bottom is in trouble. All over town cars are being shrunk to the size of a matchbox in the blink of an 
eye; a giant purple bunny rabbit is running riot and a strange-looking broomstick is causing chaos and calamity... Sounds like a case 



for Wings & Co, the famous fairy detective agency! Can Emily, Budget and Fidget put a stop to this magical mischief before it's too 
late? 
 
Oddity,	Eli	Brown		
In an alternate nineteenth century where a failed Louisiana Purchase has locked a young Unified States into conflict 
with France, Clover is consumed with interest for Oddities, ordinary objects with extraordinary abilities, such as a 
Teapot that makes endless amounts of tea and an Ice Hook that freezes everything it touches. Clover's father has 
always disapproved of Oddities, but when he is murdered, she embarks on a perilous mission to protect the one 
secret Oddity he left behind.  
 
	
Realistic	Fiction		
Rescue,	Jennifer	Nielsen	
One girl races to save her father and aid the French resistance in ths thrilling World War II story of espionage and 
intrigue. 657 days ago Meg's British father left their home in France to fight the Nazis, leaving some codes in a jar 
for her to decipher, and Meg and her French mother moved to the Perche, a region in France near Normandy known 
for its forests; now Meg watches the German soldiers in town, and sometimes carries messages for the French 
resistance--but suddenly things have gotten much more dangerous: there is a wounded British officer hiding in her 
grandmother's barn, a family of German refugees who are trying to get to Spain, and the Nazis have arrived on the 
doorstop searching for the fugitives. 
 
Abby,	Tried	and	True,	Donna	Gephart		
When Abby Braverman's best friend, Cat, moves to Israel, she's sure it's the worst thing that could happen. But then 
her older brother, Paul, is diagnosed with cancer, and life upends again. Now it's up to Abby to find a way to 
navigate seventh grade without her best friend, help keep her brother's spirits up during difficult treatments, and 
figure out her surprising new feelings for the boy next door. 
 	
Franklin	Endicott	and	the	Third	Key	(Tales	from	Deckawoo	Drive	#6),	Kate	DiCamillo,	
illustrated	by	Chris	Van	Dusen		
Welcome back to Deckawoo Drive for a sixth endearing installment in the companion series to Kate DiCamillo's 
Mercy Watson books. Frank Endicott is a worrier. He worries about lions, submarines, black holes, leprosy, and 
armadillos. He lists his worries alphabetically in a notebook. When he accompanies Eugenia Lincoln on an errand to 
duplicate a key at her favorite dark and dusty thrift shop, Frank earns fresh cause for alarm. Odd Buddy Lamp, the 
shop's proprietor, has sent them home with the original key and its copy. Can Frank come to terms with the mystery 
without buckling under his mounting dread? 
	
Picture	Books	
Yes	and	No,	Elisha	Cooper		
A timeless tale of friendship, adjusting your perspective, and the joys (and trials) of siblinghood. Join a cat 
and puppy pair through their day—the ups of being fed and romping through grass, and the downs of days 
that are too short and things that don't go as planned—as they realize that sometimes the very best thing 
that can happen is just being together. 
 

Regina	Is	Not	a	Little	Dinosaur,	Andrea	Zulli		
When Regina's mother heads off to hunt, she tells her little dinosaur- stay in the nest and be mama's 
good little carnivore. But just who is she calling little ?! Regina is big! And she has all the tools to 
hunt herself- a fear-inducing predator stare, a terrifying roar, and an uncanny ability to camouflage. 
And so Regina sets off on her first real hunt, all alone. ROAR! Along the way, she meets some truly 
huge dinosaurs, and hilariously, and miserably, fails at catching anything. What if she has to live her 
life as an.... herbivore?! Little kids everywhere will recognize themselves in Andrea Zuill's intrepid 
young dino--eager for independence, but still very much needing the safety and comfort of home. 
 
The	Rock	from	the	Sky,	Jon	Klassen	
There is a spot. It is a good spot. It is the perfect spot to stand. There is no reason to ever leave. But somewhere 
above there is also a rock. A rock from the sky. From the Caldecott Medal-winning creator of the Hat trilogy comes 
a new deadpan gem—a hilarious meditation on the workings of friendship, fate, shared futuristic visions, and that 
funny feeling you get that there's something off somewhere, but you just can't put your finger on it. 


